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ABSTRACT
Electronic commerce (or ecommerce) using Internet technologies helps businesses to cut costs and cycle time,
raise efficiency and provide more information, choice and value to consumers. Farmers can use internet to sell
their products. Selling agricultural products over Internet is a change in agribusiness industry. Now farmers can
sell their product on e-market platform. To be successful, farmers must have good knowledge about the latest
farming technologies. E-Marketing of Products is an e-trading portal for agricultural products which solve
problem of many farmers. The paper analysis the importance of e-marketing of agricultural Products.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Agriculture is the backbone of India. More than 60% of Indian workers are involved in Agriculture. Agriculture
refer to the cultivation of land to provide food. Agricultural products refer to crops, fruits, and vegetables. After
agriculture second only to the service sector but over the past several years the number of agricultural workers
in developed countries have decreased significantly. E-marketing is referred to those strategies and techniques
which use online ways to reach target customers. E-Marketing is also known as Digital Marketing, or Online
Marketing. E-marketing is the way to sell products over Internet. Farmers may use the Internet to sell products
to customer and organizations. E-marketing is useful to the farmers as its serve customer all over the world
24*7. The cost incurring is also low.
Problems addressed from this project idea:
Farmers struggle for selling and convincing to middlemen for proper rates.
The customer to shop virtually using internet and allow customers to buy products of their own choice and
better rates.
The services of customer and Farmer eliminating the middlemen between them.
Time wastage of farmers and customers for better rates and selling/buying.
Insufficient agricultural support facilities.
Lack of “Common Platforms” for the farmers in India

II.

METHODOLOGY

Following are the basic modules involve in project:
1.
2.
3.

Account Generation: It includes the creation of account basic information of user, type of user.
Marketing: Pricing will show the farmer the selling price of his products.
Market Information: Customer can see the market information of different farmer‟s crops.
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Fig -1: Framework

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The system will be having User-name and Password section on the front page, as per the user-name and password
the system will know whether user is Farmer/Customer/Administrator.

Fig-2
Farmer:
• Authenticated Farmers can create account, log-in, which will give them the authority to use the services
provided by the system.
• Farmer can directly go to sell his products and log-in as a customer for buying purpose.
Customer:
• Customer can access all the details of the products.
• Customer can search for the crop of their need.
• Customer can directly contact to farmers.
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Fig-3
Administrator:
• Create and monitor accounts of users.
• Maintain the website.
• Provide the username and authorities as per user.
• Update the website.

Fig-4

IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

Farmer‟s E-market is online shopping website where buyer can buy directly from farmers. Various types of
farmer‟s products are available for purchase at reliable price. Farmer‟s E-market basically focuses on user
friendly interfaces and promotes user to purchase the product faster. It has registration facility and any
information entered in registration table is very secure and no one can access the information. Security is given
utmost importance while designing the website. If any user is not valid or involved in any kind of illegal work in
the website is blocked by the admin. Even the user is not activated unless admin approves. They can use this
facility any time.
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FUTURE SCOPE
In future online payment services will be implemented in this project, so that it could be beneficial for customers
and farmer‟s as well. Currently we can find our desired product and can contact Farmer directly. We will also
implement multiple booking of product at one time.

V.

CONCLUSION

The paper entitled “Farmer‟s E-Market" will be helpful for farmers to sell their crops and vegetables and will act
as unique interface. Through this they will be always in touch of new customers. Overall this system is faster,
secure and comfortable. The part of our system has been developed with much care that it is free of errors and it
is efficient and less time consuming. The important thing is that the system is robust. We have tried our level
best to make the site as dynamic as possible. Also provision is provided for future developments in the system.
The entire system is secured. This online system is made keeping in mind all pros and cons.
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